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Abstract 

Recently Grinstein, Intriligator and Rothstein (GIR) found a number of important effects in 

the context of unparticle physics. They showed that eFT vector operators to Standard 

Model (SM) currents necessarily leads, in a weakly coupled eFT, to contact interactions between 

the SM currents. These contact interactions are physically important, since in exclusive 

of SM initial states to SM final states they are found to dominate over the pure and novel eFT 

contribution. Such interactions are also necessary to resolve certain divergences that appear in the 

two-point function at integer scaling dimension. We show that all of these features can be obtained 

when the SM currents are coupled to a massive vector field living in a five-dimensional warped 

background of the Randall-Sundrum 2 (RS2) scenario, which by the AdS/eFT duality must exhibit 

certain properties of the eFT. Within the RS2 model we also examine and contrast in detail the 

scalar and vector position-space correlators at intermediate and large distances. These issues are 

also considered in the Lykken-Randall model in which the Standard Model fields are assumed to 

be confined to a tensionless brane in the AdS background geometry. Our results can be seen as 

a generalization of those results of GIR that do not follow from symmetries to large N, strongly 

coupled eFTs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Since its introduction the unparticle physics scenario of Georgi [1, 2] has attracted a 

considerable amount of attention. The premise of this scenario is the existence of interactions 

between Standard Model (SM) currents and operators 0 belonging to a hidden conformal 

theory (CFT) sector. As an example, a vector current in the SM could be coupled to 

a vector operator 0 p, in the CFT via 

Co 'It (1)Ad-l JSM°p" 

where Co is a dimensionless coupling and d is the conformal dimension of Op" not necessarily 

an A concrete realization of the unparticle scenario envisioned by Georgi is a Banks

Zaks (BZ) [3] sector coupled to the SM by messenger fields at a high mass scale, Mu. If 

below Mu the BZ couplings flow into an infrared fixed point at a scale Au « Mu 

the low-energy phenomenology contains interactions of form (1). more recent georgi 

paper 

SM-unparticle interactions could lead to processes with unparticles U in the final state, 

e.g., q+ij -t G+U, t -t b+U [1], as well as provide additional channels for processes between 

the SM particles, e.g., in the -t /1+/1>- scattering [2]. As stressed in [1, 2], the resulting 

phenomenological signatures can be quite interestm and qualitatively different from the 

commonly considered scenarios of new physics, in which new particles have definite masses. 

Hundreds of papers on the topic have since appeared, exploring various signatures of the 

unparticle couplings, in the contexts of collider physics, astrophysics, neutrino oscillations, 

and others (for a representative list of references, see, e.g., 

An important set of theoretical observations on the subject was made by Grinstein, 

Intriligator and Rothstein (GIR) [5]. They pointed out that the conformal dimension d 

of the CFT should respect Mack's unitarity constraint 1 In particular, for a gauge 

invariant, primary vector operator (i. e., a vector that is not a derivative of a scalar), the 

is d 2': 3. Most of the preceding studies considered 1 < d < 2. 

Considering examples of weakly coupled CFT, GIR further argued that the unparticle 

framework should contain a set of contact interactions between the SM fields. These contact 

interactions are present for any of the conformal dimen."lion d and, in particular, cure 

This is also raised in footnote 2 of Ref. 
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problems that otherwise arise at integer d, as encountered in [2]. Crucially, in processes 

between SM particles mediated by unparticles, such as -+ 11,+ p- mentioned above, 

effects of the contact terms were found to dommate over of the CFT sedor. 

Lastly, GIR observed assumption of tranversality 0J.L0J.L 0 made in [1, 2] implies 

conformal dimension of OJ.L is exactly 3 (saturating the unitarity bound). a general 

dimension, this divergence is not zero, or, equivalently, the tensor structure of the vector 

unparticle propagator is different from [7]J.LV - pJ.LPv/p2] (see Eq. (22) of or Eq. (3) of 

[2]). The correct tensor structure is dictated by the requirement of conformal symmetry, 

specifically the invariance under the special conformal transformation. In position space, 

the conformal 2-point function (unparticle propagator) is [8] 
2 

10 ( )0 (0)) = 1 7]J.LV - 2xJ.Lxv/x
\ J.L X v 2 

1f 
2 

X 
, (2)'>..1 

which, in momentum space, becomes 

(d 1)1'(2 d) ( 2)d-2 2(d - 2) pJ.LPv] . 
(0J.L(p)Ov(-p)) = 4d-1r(d+ 1) p (3)

d -1 p2 

Besides being an important conceptual this nontrivial tensor structure has a direct 

physical implication. The difference in the coefficient of the PJ.LPV term can modify the 

spectrum for the decay t -+ q + U by up to 20%, compared to the purely transverse rv 

correlator (see Fig. 1 of [5]). 

The arguments of GIR are carried out in the general framework of a Banks-Zaks-type 

sector and, as already mentioned, apply to weak coupling. Motivated by the AdS/CFT 

correspondence [14 16], in this paper we explore two alternative realizations of unparticles: 

a massive vector field in the Randall-Sundrum 2 (RS 2) background [9] coupled to the SM 

fields taken to live on the UV brane or on a tensionless probe brane located somewhere 

IR [33]. The duality for a ma.'lsive vector is very well treated in [21]. 

That the RS 2 model has a connection to a CFT is very well known, having been estab

lished ten years ago by Maldacena (unpublished), Witten [13] and later by [28], [29], [30]. 

It of course relies on the celebrated AdS/CFT correspondence [14 16]. Indeed, the original 

paper on unparticles [1] mentions that the RS 2 model "can unparticle-like behavior". 

We show how this construction naturally possesses all the properties listed above: at 

scales below the anti-deSitter (AdS) curvature, the effective theory is unpartic1e physics 

plus a set of contact interactions . .Similar conclusions have been reached by Ref. the 

case of bulk fermions propagating on this background. 
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The contact interactions are explicitly seen to dominate the scattering amplitudes. 

cancellations between the contact terms and the CFT at integer dimensions are 

seen and reduce to the well-known properties of the Bessel functions. The unitaritv bound 

on the conformal dimension likewise ea..'lily follows, by considering the sign of the imaginary 

part of longitudinal component of the propagator. At last, the correct conformal tensor 

structure is recovered once the longitudinal and transverse components of the propagator 

arc combined. 

Not does this model give a physical illustration of GIR results, it 

also extends them to strong coupling and provides an ultraviolet resolution of the 

singularities associated with the contact terms. Indeed, the "contact terms" are in reality 

are not strictly contact, but interactions with finite range, given by the AdS curvature. 

the extreme UV, the model is simply the one with the SM fields on the brane and the vector 

in the fiat 5d space. 

Lastly, we consider the Lykken-Randa.ll (LR) [33] model which assumes the Standard 

Model fields are confined to a tensionless probe brane located deep in the bulk. By 

AdS/CFT duality this model describes a CFT in the UV which breaks to the Standard 

Model and a second CFT at some scale in the IR [30]. This breaking occurs at a scale 

set by the location of the brane in the bulk and the SM fields are composites of the 

CFT. Since the AdS geometry continues to the horizon in this model, the IR CFT does 

not have a mass gap. At low-energies the 8M of freedom are point-like and can 

directly couple to this second CFT. Indeed, the computation [33] of the novel corrections 

to Newton's Law appearing in this model are interpreted in [30] are due to a direct contact 

interaction between the SM stress-tensor and that of the IR CFT. By examining the vector 

two-point in this model we again find results analogous to those occurring when 

the SM are localized to the UV brane. The only difference is that, just as with 

gravitational corrections found in [33], here there are new contact interactions suppressed 

scale set bv the location of the LR brane, and therefore more important than those 

suppressed the curvature scale. 

There has been a great deal of previous work on gauge bosons living in the RS 2 geometry. 

transverse modes of the vector field in RS2 are studied in [221. The case without the 

five-dimensional mass is considered in [23]. four polarizations of the massive vector field 

are studied in [24]. The analysis is not as far in reference, however, as in particular 
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CFT tensor structure is not explicitly restored and the masses and decay widths of the 

localized modes are not given. See also [25], where the longitudinal component is presented 

as a scalar degree of freedom. The paper [26] on AdS/QCD also implicitly contains the 

longitudinal polarization as the Higgs field in the bulk. Only the transverse propagator is 

given. Also, may implicitly contain the longitudinal mode as a higgs field. check these 

statements. 

We simply clarify what this "unparticle-like behavior" is unparticles come with the 

requisite contact interactions, automatically satisfying necessary cancellation conditions 

unitarity UUUllU". Additionally, in our analysis we stress several properties RS 2 set 

up that we believe may not be widely appreciated. For example, we discuss at what 

scales the conformal behavior sets in. We find for the vector field this happens right at 

the distance scale of the inverse curvature, i.e., the description directly transitions from 

5d regime to the conformal regime. This is in contrast with scalar field, which is also 

given, comparison. As another example, we observe that the notions of "low energy" 

and "long distances" mean not quite the same in this case. Interactions between two 

sources of the vector separated a large distance on the brane is dictated by 

conformal part of the interaction, yet the low-energy scattering amplitude is dominated by 

the contact terms. 

II. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS 

A. Spectral representation 

Reference argues that by scale invariance unparticle propagator must the 

spectral representation of the form 

00 2 (M2)d-2 
(O(p)O( -p) ex 1 dM p2 M2 + if:' 

For moment, we consider scalar case, as vector case be shown to contain 

additional subtleties. 

integral in (4) strictly speaking converges only on the interval 1 < d < 2, where 

it is easily evaluated [2] to be 

Jr _ Jr 
._(_ 2 - sin dJr (p2)d-2 e-i(d-2)7rsm' p
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clearly shows right conformal behavior2. Since primary operators in a eFT 

can have operator dimensions greater than 2, there should be a sense in which Eq. (5) can 

be analytically continued beyond the original interval of convergence. In the simplest 

procedure is to the integral over the spectral function, which leads to a correlator 

is sensitive to the physics at the cut-off . Later, we shall see in Section that the 

RS 2 model naturally implements such features (though regulation is more complicated 

and not a rigid cutoff), through the behavior of the wavefunctions KK states. \Ve 

follow add to the discussion presented of using a cut-off. 

First we explore the nature of the divergences at d 1 and 2. As d -t 1, the integral 

diverges in the infrared (IR). This means that in this limit the propagator is dominated 

CIUt'lt:l v 

lightest modes the spectrum. Indeed, the tells us as much: as 

d -t 1+, it approaches a single massless particle. To see this explicitly, one could 

renormalize the couplings of the states an overall (sin d7r)/7r. Then, as d -t 

ostates decouple and one recovers the single-particle spectral representation of a 

massless particle because "" lim€->o EX€-l. don't understand next sentence: If this 

rescaling is not done, the integral for d ::; 1 is dominated a massless mode with infinite 

strength. The value d = 1 is known to be the bound on conformal dimension 

a scalar. 

In the d -t 2 the divergence is instead in the ultraviolet (UV). factor (_p2 

in this limit becomes a constant, which is a o-function contact term in position space, 

as it should be an interaction dominated by ultra-heavy states. 

For d > 2 the problem is that in Eq. the upper of integration is extended to 

infinity, even though as we mentioned in the Introduction the underlying model may not 

a conformal theory above some scale A. An implicit assumption made in using Eq. (4) is 

that the interactions involving exchange of momentum p (p JPi) is dictated by modes 

with masses not much than"" p. This assumption works for 1 < d < 2, but breaks 

down for d 2:: 2, when the contributions of the heavy states (M » p) dominate the integral. 

The answer in case is sensitive to the physics in the UV construction 

To UV tower of states above some the divergence we follow and cut 

2 	The Fourier transform of Eq. (5) to position space, by dimensional analysis, behaves like , indicating 

that d is indeed the conformal dimension (cf. (2) and (3)). 
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scale A »p. Since each of the modes M» p looks a contact interaction at 

energy, the effect of taking ultra-heavy states M > A out of spectrum is described 

by contact counterterms. An observation to be made cutting off UV 

divergence way the now finite integral is for d > 2 not dominated by the modes 

f'V p, but modes near the UV cut-off. 


For noninteger d we then have 


A2 

{ dM2 . = . r. (p2)d-2 e-i(d-2)rr + ao + alP2 + ... + (p2)[d-2J + ... 1 (6)
Jo + ZE sm dr. 

where [d] denotes the greatest integer less than d. The coefficients an diverge as A2([d]-2-n) 

with the cut-off of the integral, and we have only kept terms in the series that (1lverge m 

the limit the cut-off is sent to infinity. The cut-off is assumed to A» p. 

integral therefore yields a nonanalytic part (the term), plus a series of contact terms. As 

we can see, for d > 2 latter generieally dominate interaction, whereas for 1 < d < 2 

they do not. 

Another way to arrive at this expression (6) is to consider the following. Suppose the 

eFT correlation function position space has the form + M(4) Here, a and b 

are numerical coefficients and b in particular be divergent as the upper of the 

integration in Eq. (4) is taken to infinity. Upon Fourier transforming when d is not an 

integer, one gets c(_p2 + iE)d-2 + const. The way to drop this constant is to differentiate 

propagator with respect to p2 and integrate it back. Let us apply this procedure to the 

integral in Eq. (4). Upon differentiation, we get 

f) (O(p)O( _p)) = _ roo dM2 (M
2
)d-2. = -r.~d - 2) + iE)d-:3. (7) 

Jo (p2 - M2 + 2C)2 sm7Td 

The integral now converges 1 < d < 3. means the UV divergenee Eq. (4) for 

2 < d < 3 is indeed confined to the 6-function contact teml. Next we integrate back to get 

(O(p)O( -p)) ~(p2)d-2e-i(d-2)rr + (O(p)O( -p)) (8)sm .1_ 

which has form of 

The next steps are obvious. Differentiating integral and then integrating back 

twice gets rid of contact terms of the 6(4) (x) and (x) (in Fourier space, constant 

and q2 terms) leaving the non-analytie contribution. The integral obtained after the two 
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differentiations, 

2 t XJ 
dM2 1f(d 2)(d - 3) _ 2

Jo sin·1 (p + 

converges for 1 < d < 4. 

For integer d 2,3, ... note that apparent singularities at integer dimension are 

resolved: they are pushed into the contact terms, which are renormalized anyway by 

counterterms [5]. However, a non-analytic term always survives and a finite ,.."",ttl ..i 

can be seen expanding about any integer dimension to a logarithm as the 

finite correction. Explicitly, we see that in (7) and (9). d = 2, Eq. becomes p-2 , 

so that upon integrating it back over p2 we Inp2. For d 3 the argument is exactly 

same using Eq. (9). Thus, the nonanalytic (CFT) part of the propagator does not disappear 

at integer dimensions, but becomes a logarithm r51. This behavior is reminiscent of the 

properties expansions the Bessel functions Y;! (x), have a point at 

x=O a log cut for integer n and a power-law cut otherwise. In thls connection 

will be precisely realized when we analyze the RS 2 

One last observation is that the eFT term has both real imaginary parts, as 

discussed in r21, the contact terms are purely real. This has transparent physical meaning: 

the imaginary part indicates creation on-shell particles the intermediate state. Ex

plicitly, integral in (4) an imaginary from the infinitesimal l:iellllCll 

around the pole p2 + iE. In contrast, the contact terms originate from the exchange 

of massive (M » p) states, which cannot produced on-shell. 

B. 5d flat space 

1. Extra mmpn.<;u and scalar unparticle repres entation 

To our analysis of extra dimensional models their connection to the spectral 

representation of "unparticles" , let us consider the simplest case: a field living in fiat 

five-dimensional space. The tree-level momentum space propagator is obviously 

1 
2....2 2 .,

P4 - 1-'5 - m5 + ZE 

where P4 (Po, Ph P2, 
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Suppose we place a brane at :z;s = O. is the correlation function between two points 

on the brane'? To find it, we need to Fourier transform back to position space along the X5 

direction, 

f
OOd 1 2 1P5 ipsO ___::-~;;----;-

flflat(p2) = -27r- e p~ rn~ _ p~ + 
-00 2vPf- rng 

Curiously, observe that for m5 0 this integral exactly form of Eq. with P5 

playing role of We learn that coupling sources on the brane to an otherwise free 

massless in a 5-dimensional fiat space provides at tree level a spectral function 

d 3/2. For a volume the spectral representation becomes the sum over Kaluza-

Klein (KK) modes along the fifth dimension. For ms =1= 0 the theory a mass gap. this 

case, for p~ ~ rn~ the theory is "approximately unparticles" . 

This connection between spectral representation of "unparticles" and models with 

large extra dimensions has been before. Ref. in particular compares phase 

space integral over the KK modes to spectral integral un particles and, for scalars, 

derives the tree-level relationship d = n/2 + 1 for a model n extra dimensions, which 

is also. not surprisingly, the engineering dimension of a scalar in D 4 + n dimensions. 

For us, n = 1 and d in the interval 1 < d < 2. As already discussed, there are 

no UV divergences in this case and no resulting contact terms. In fact, we can see that 

m ~a. (11) the contributions from P5 > Jp~ - m~ and P5 < Jp~ - rng cancel other 

out in integral. the infinitesimal semicircle around the pole contributes, giving for 

p~ > rn~ a purely imaginary answer and for p~ < rn~ a purely real answer. The imaginary 

of the Green's function to the KK states escaping brane [31]. p < rn5, 

no states asymptotically far from brane (z --+ (0) can be excited, hence the Green's 

function is purely real. complex Ps plane, the propagator has a cut, corresponding to 

continuum of states with P4 > m§. 

2. Extra dimensions and vector spectral representation 

Now, let us consider the case a massive vector field. The momentum space Green's 

function of the Proca equation T/MNOAfFNR + rngAR = 0 in fiat space is 

-T/MN + PMPN/m~ (12)
p2 rn~ + if 
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where P (pp" P5). To find brane-to-brane Green's we 

along the X5 direction and consider the components along the brane, 

00. dP5 iP50 -rlp,1I + pp,PII/m~b,.~~t(p2) -2e 222· 
•/ -00 1T P4 m5 PG + ZE 

i 1 

2 -Jp2 - m 2 ' 
(13) 

4 5 

The tensor in the numerator can be decomposed as 

-rlp,1I + -TJp,1I + pp,~11 + pa -
2 
m~ (14) 

P4 m 5 

which leads to 

+ pP,PII) ~ PIl-PII_i _ 2 
ri 2 ri 2m~ VP

4 

_ + PIl-PII) b,.flat( 2) PIl-PII b,.flat( 2)( TJ!J.!I 2 T P4 2 L P4 (16) 
P4 P4 

Seen from a brane observer, the first two terms describe a continuum of massive gauge 

bosons each with 3 degrees of freedom, while the last term (the longitudinal mode in five 

appears as a contmuum of scalars. On-shell the longitudinal polarization vector 

+ 

has a vamshmg component IS P5 = 

explaining why the last term vanishes when p~ = In both cases, the cut associated 

the square root describes the continuous spectrum of Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes coupled to 

the brane, and the factor of i describes on-shell KK modes for P4 > mG. 

An important observation here is that for p~ > m~, when the longitudinal part of the 

< C<Q,"Vi IS is r'1'\"'nt"T"f"\1 the factor -2 to have 

a consistent picture of particle creation on and escape extra UHHCll01VllO 

(cf [31]) and not to violate unitarity, we must have 

2mG ;?:: O. (17) 

see more formally, consider [5], e.g. ee.....-t ee. This amplitude is given a sum of 

an a '-.>l1Q,l1l1Ci is 

A flatA = -X!J.I...l.!J.1I XII (18) 

(the sign is from the two factors of i appearing at the vertices) where p2 is time-like, X!J. 

are the amplitudes of external currents. The t-channel contribution requires p~ < 0 



space-like and the propagator is seen by inspection to be purely real. It therefore does not 

contribute to the imaginary part of the scattering amplitude. 

Perturbative unitarity requires 

ImA?:: 0 (19) 

Noting that the transverse and longitudinal polarizations of the external currents are 

positive-definite and independent, the unitarity condition 1m > 0 is then equivalent to the 

two conditions Im.6.T(p) < 0 and Im~L(p) > O. This first condition is seen to be trivially 

satisfied for all p~. The second condition however recalls m~ > 0 which is what we wanted 

to show. 

As we will see, the above arguments directly generalize to curved space. In particular, 

longitudinal component will be the source of the unitarity bound in that case as well. 

Eq. (17) will carryover unchanged and will lead to d?:: 3 in that case. 

We close bv returning to Eq. (15) and considering the P4 » m5 limit. Both components 

have a spectral representation corresponding to d 3/2 (the longitudinal component is like 

the derivative of a scalar operator), so from the phenomenological point of view, an 

experiment probing the extra dimensional gauge boson in this limit will observe a vector 

spectral representation with d < 3. In passing we note that d < 3 is not in confiict with 

unitarity bounds on primary, vector operators in a conformal theory [7, 11], since here when 

m~ =1= 0 the theory is not conformal, and when m~ = 0 the correlator is not gauge invariant. 

3. Flat space propagator: Green's function approach 

We now an alternative method of obtaining the brane-to-brane propagators of the 

previous Subsection. This will provide a link to our discussion of the RS 2 scenario, where 

a generalization of this alternative method will be used. 

Recall that the propagator is a Green's function of the equation of motion3 . For simplicity, 

let us consider the scalar case. Choosing to put the delta-function perturbation at the origin 

Fourier transforming along four brane coordinates, we can write for Green's 

function at point X5 

(p~ + O~)~(Pi' X5) - m~~(pi' ;1:5) = (20) 

3 Up to a possible convention which we will not write in this paper. 
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Everywhere outside of the origin, Green's function satisfies equation of motion, which 

means it is a superposition plane waves, e-i (Pi X ;-PGX 5 ). coefficients in superposition 

are chosen such as to satisfy the boundary condition set by the delta-function. We a 

symmetric anzatz, Ll,(P4' Xs) ~ , around brane. The physical picture here is that 

the scalar particles created bv interactions on the brane radiate into extra dimensions. Sub

stituting this anzatz (20), we see off the the equation is satisfied so long 

as P~ P~ - m?,. Integrating across the brane, we see that the derivative oxsLl,(P4' xs) must 

experience a unit jump. This fixes the constant Cl' We have Ll,(P4, 0+) = clipseiP50 = 

or 
1 -i 

Ll,(P4' - (21)
- 2ips 

This is in complete agreement with Eq. (11), confirming that the two methods are equiv

alent. The advantage of this second method is that its generalization to the warped BE 2 

background is straightforward. 

III. PROCA EQUATION IN RS II 

We now turn to the main of this paper, the study a massive vector field in 

the warped as 2 background &'l a model of unparticles. outline of our analysis is as 

follows. The brane-to-brane propagator is given in Eqs. (A29), (29), and (30) of Section 

A (see (A) for the derivation). It is then analyzed in various We check, in 

Sect. III B 2, in the high momentum it reproduces fiat space result, (15), 

and discuss some implications. Then opposite momenta below the AdS 

curvature scale is considered. In Sect. III B 1 it is sl.lOwn that this limit propaga

tor, upon expansion in series (Eqs. (32) and (33)), yields precisely the unparticle form of 

Eq. (6), i.e. contact terms plus the conformal piece. The contact terms are explicitly seen 

to dominate the scattering amplitudes and also to cancel the corresponding divergences in 

conformal piece at integer conformal dimensions (Sect. III B 3). The longitudinal and 

transverse components of the conformal are shown to combine into the tensor structure 

required by conformal invariance for a gauge invariant vector operator. By considering the 

sign the imaginary part of longitudinal component of the propagator unitarity 

constraints on the conformal dimension are obtained, as discussed in Sect. III B 4. Finally, 

Sect. III B 5 considers the position space representation of the correlator, to see how the fiat 
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space behavior at short distances turns into conformal behavior at longer distances. 

scalar propagator is also considered, to underscore the important differences between the 

two cases. 

A. Green's Function Summary 

We consider a vector A living in a five-dimensional warped space with a single 4

dimensional Minkowsky defect a brane - located in the "UV". This is the well-known RS 

2 [91 background. The SM model fields are taken to live on the UV brane and couple to the 

bulk gauge through interaction 

J.J.L A (y (22)SM J.L 

where is a gauge-invariant chiral or vector current composed of SM fields. As we 

show, at low energies this theory reduces to SM + vector unparticles + contact terms. 

vector field AM is assumed to have a bulk mass m5' In the AdS/CFT correspondence, 

the value of m5/ K, controls the conformal dimension of the CFT operator [16] (with K, being 

anti-de Sitter (AdS) curvature), 

d 2+ VI +mUK,2 (23) 

The Lagrangian is then 

Jd4xdy.jg( _F2 /4 + m;A2/2), (24) 

where the measure.jg a4
, a = exp(-K,!y!) and the brane is located at y = 0. When 

m5 =1= 0, the gauge symmetry is explicitly broken and the vector field has four degrees of 

freedom 4. 

The Green's function for vector sources localized on the brane is obtained by solving 

2(p2T}J.L1I PitPlI )D.ttp + ay (a [rlJ.LlI - p2 ~~2a2 ] ayD.J.Lp) m~a2D.~ -8(y)8~ . (25) 

The details and conventions are provided in Appendix A. Projecting onto transverse and 

longitudinal polarblations leads to 

D.J.L1I(p2) = ( -T}J.L1I + P;;lI) D.T(p2) - P;;lI D.£(p2). (26) 

4 Alternatively, it is possible to the theory by intmchl scalar field with a VEV. For our purposes, 

an explicit mass term is sufficient. 
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There are thus two independent equations, a transverse and UUl1lCU propagator, f::.:.T(P2) 

and f::.:.L(p2). 

The general solutions for the transverse and A5 propagator in this coordinate system are 

f::.:.T,5(p, y) = (~eKY) + Cf,5a-PYy (~eKY) (27) 

p 1 for transverse modes and p = 3 longitudinal 

propagator f::.:.L is obtained from the propagator 

details can be found in Section III A. 

To find the Green's function, we need to imposed appropriate boundary conditions. We 

find it convenient to follow the general strategy of [31], which in turn refers to [32]. 

We first consider the limit of large y, where we impose the radiative boundary condition, 

is linear combination HP) = J y +iYy , the Hankel 

unction of kind. is an wave is seen for 

large y. Specifically, for fixed v and real x » v, one 

H~I)(X) rv V2/11'.rexp['i(x -11'/4 - v11'/2)]. (28) 

condition can be justified from several points of view. As pointed out in [29], the 

is analogous to the Hartle-Hawking boundary condition in 

waves going y = 00. Ref. 

that this physically means '''''AC'''-''v 

picture, this means the SM model particles can (irreversibly) decay into unparticles. 

The second boundary condition is to fix the derivative near the brane (at y = +c). To find 

eigenmodes, this derivative is set to ;.;;ero. To find the Green's function, it needs to be set 

to so that the jump of the derivative across the brane, 8yf::.:.(T)(p, +E) - 8yf::.:.(T)(p, 

IS ) as tallows by projecting equation of motion Eq. (25) onto the transverse modes 

across 

brane-to--brane propagator p2 > ais given Eq. (26) 

f::.:.T(x) _ p y I1 [ H(~ (x) 
2 HY)(x) -",(v 

]-1
1) (29) 

f::.:.L(x) _1_ [ H~~l (x)
2m~ p H~lJcX) 

] 
- ",(v + 1) (30) 



where x p/ K, and 

M 2 
5

V= 1+_ =d-2 
K,2 

B. Analysis 

1. Contact Intemctions 

Following Georgi, GIR modeled unparticles by considering a Banks-Zaks fixed point. 

interaction of a (gauge-invariant) SM current to a current from CFT is, microscopically, 

a UPUH5 of the SM fields to the Banks-Zaks quarks. They found that dimension 6, 8 

and higher contact interactions involving SM fields cannot be neglected, and are 

there, with a scale that is set the scale of SM current - HZ current interaction. 

The reason they are there is because Banks-Zaks quarks can be inserted in a 

generating a current-current coupling involving only SM fields. By inspection, the O(p2) 

contribution is divergent, which means that a SM contact interaction is necessarily present, 

either as a counter-term, or from RGE operator mixing Since the Banks-Zaks coupling 

is perturbative, this microscopic analysis is and this is the leading effect. 

Similar contact interactions are immediately obtained in the RS 2 model by examining 

the two-point function. 

To begin, consider the limit where the momenta are much smaller than AdS curvature, 

p « K,. Note that Green's !Ullt;LlUll Eq. (A29), does not have the structure expected 

for a conformal theory, (3). Thus, our first task is to ex;tract the CFT part from the 

RS 2 propagator. 

We first evaluate the longitudinal Green's function, given in (A28). Expanding in 

powers of (p/K,) gives for (ph)2 « v2 - 1 

.6,(L)(O,p) ~ K, [-(1 + v) + _\P/K,)~, + (p/K,)4 


(p/K,) 6 (5v -1l)(p/K,)8
+ + + ... 
16(v - 1)3(v - 2)(v - 3) 128(v 1)4(v - 2)2(v - 3)(v 4) 

211" (p )2V ]+ --(i - cot11"v) - [1 + ... ] . (32)
r(v)2 2K, 

The ellipses denote terms 

Note that this expansion has form ofEq. Hence the discussion of Sect. II A applies 
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here: the terms with integer powers of p2 are contact interactions, while the non analytic 

term p2v represents the CFT (un particles). The former are the contact interactions between 

currents found the conformal symmetry is broken in the UV by the 

brane are the result of that breaking. 

Inspecting the expansion of ,,,,aAHUIS contact 

term appears already at O(p2), whereas CFT \.,VUld.HJ terms) 

begin at O(p2V). As it will be shown shortly that unitarity requires v ~ 1, we can therefore 

immediately see that the contribution of the CFT is always subleading and the first contact 

term dominates the scattering amplitude mediated by the propagator (A29). 

In the standard computation [15, 16, 21] the CFT two-point correlator for finite sep

aration is extracted from the boundary gauge boson self-energy (Le., the bulk+boundary 

classical the UV brane is decoupled by defining a rescaled 

so H::a,UH11S non

term remains in E is in Poincare 

coordinates) . After rescaling the contact terms a set vanishes when 

f. ~ 0 and a set that diverges in the same limit. The latter category corresponds to 

lower dimension contact terms of O(p2n) with n less than or equal to 2[v], the largest integer 

smaller than v. These local terms must be cancelled (fine-tuned) by UV brane-Iocalized 

counter-terms if the CFT contribution is to be the leading contribution in momentum space 

at low energies. As we elaborate further in Section III B 5, the CFT contribution remains 

dominant contribution at large separation in position space regardless of whether contact 

terms are mesent, a fact well-known to many. In contrast to this. in the RS 2 scenario con

sidered here, the contact terms are finite and physical elaborate on connection between 

the SM-unparticle coupling and this decoupling limit. 

As discussed in Sect. II A, the contact terms should be real, while the CFT piece can 

have a phase. Eq. (32) explicitly confirms this. Moreover, given that i(1 + i cot lTv) = 

- exp( iITv) / sin lTV exp( iITd) / sin lTd, we see that the nonanalytic term has exactly the 

phase discussed by Georgi in [2J, as well as the poles at integer d. The Bessel functions 

automatically know about these properties. The RS 2 scenario gives a very clear physical 

meaning to phase: it is to the rate of decay into extra dimensions (cf. 
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expansion of transverse propagator for « (1/ is 

~(T) 1 [1 1 ( P) 2 31/ 5 ( P) 4 
'" 2~ (1/ 1) - 2(1/ - 1)3 ~ - 8(1/ 2)(1/ - 1)5 ~ + ... 

27r. ( P )2V ]. - . . - (z - cot 7r1/) 2~ [1 + ... J (33) 

The preceding discussion on the physical content of the expansion in Eq. (32) applies 

as well: we see dominant contact terms and subleading CFT piece. Moreover, given 

expansions, we can combine the leading non-analytic terms. After some algebra, and 

remembering that mE ~2(1/2 - 1), we get 

Z7r + i cot 7r1/) _ ~PJ1.Pv) (~)2V (34)
~(1/ - l)2r[l/j2 1/ + 1 p2 2~ 

Since d = 2 + 1/, this equation has exact tensor structure and scaling to describe the 

two-point function of a vector operator, in complete agreement with 

In the RS 2 model we have seen that a number of the conclusions of at weak 

CFT gauge coupling are also true, viz. vi AdS/CFT, at large N, strong coupling: that contact 

interactions exist for any operator dimension (including non-integer); that they are required 

to cancel divergences that otherwise appear at integer dimension; and that thev dominate 

over the non-analytic terms. 

2. Flat space limit 

the limit of large momenta, p » ~, the geometry looks flat and we expect to recover 

the space-time propagator, Eq. . In particular, the fiat-space propagator in 

limit has no contact interactions, as expected an "unparticle-like" spectral representation 

d 3/2. is also the case for the RS 2 Green's function as given in Sect. A 5 is 

technically less obvious. 

First note that the RS 2 Green's function has a similar general form to of fiat space, 

particular the transverse and longitudinal components are almost the inverse of each 

We just need to show expressions square brackets in Eqs. and 

to the square root in Eq. . Consider first limit of p for fixed m5 

~. Using large argument expansion of the Hankel functions for fixed 1/, from Eq. (28) 

we get that ~(L)(p/~) [~(T)(p/~)J-l ----+ ip, agreeing with (15) in the massless limit. 

(30) 



More generally, case can we to conSIder 

P4, m5 »K. That K to zero, llVJ.UHl~ P or, 

K -)0 0, v 00, such VK m5' large v expansion Hankel Ull\.:\;lVll" can 

found in ref [19], on p. 912: 

H~l)(X) Wexp {i [i + v (W - :3 arctan w)] }Hi~~ GiW3 ) + 0 C~I)' (35) 

where w = VX2/V2 1. Using this result, for large v, HV_l(P/K)/Hv(p/K) 

exp[i arccos(m5/p)] and, therefore, in this limit 

I::::.(L) (p/K) [1::::.(T)(p/K)r 1 = peiarCCOS(m5/P) - m = iVp2 - mg, (36) 

which are the correct brane-to-brane propagators in flat space. 

Recall from our earlier discussion for the flat space theory the spectral integral 

converges requiring no contact terms. On the other hand, as we just saw 

m low energy contact terms. Hence, 

contact terms are generated at a scale p K.rv 

3. Cancellation of divergence in CFT correlator at inteoer dimension 

Several authors have noted that coefficient the CFT propagator in momentum 

space diverges at integer dimension. By inspection, the coefficient is proportional to cot 'lTV 

which indeed diverges. As noted by [5], the contact interactions are necessary to resolve this 

divergence. 

To see that contact interactions might be relevant, first observe that the position space 

correlator does not diverge at integer dimension (the explicit formula can be found in Sec

tion III B 5). But the only difference between the position space correlator and the Fourier 

transform of the momentum space CFT propagator (i.e., non-analytic terms) are terms that 

than . Examples of such terms include position delta functions or 

of is, terms moment urn are precisely con

tact lnrt:>r<lf"lr.n<1 appears at dimension in 

momentum terms 

at distance does not 

see this explicitly, first note inspection explicit t:>v,,,rr:'''''''fyn local terms 

in Eqs. (32) and (33) the coefficients of the terms also diverge when v is an 
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integer. These divergences indeed cancel the divergences that appear at integer dimension 

in the CFT contribution to the correlation. What happens term bv term as v ---7 n is that 

the divergence in the non-analytic term is cancelled the divergence in the local term of 

O(p2n). We have explicitly checked this for several of the terms in Eq. (32). At integer 

dimension, the leading order non-analytic term scales as logp and has a finite coefficient. 

reason for is that from AdS side, the dimension of the operator is determined 

by the value of the five-dimensional gauge boson mass. Since that computation is classical, 

there is nothing special about values of m~ that correspond to integer operator dimension. 

In the Green's function is expected to be regular, which is confirmed by the explicit 

solution of the Green's function. We see that it is given bv Hankel functions of order v 

v - 1, which are entire functions of their order. 

The series of contact terms provided by the AdS computation are seen, from the CFT 

side, to necessary 1Il order that physical predictions are smooth functions of the operator 

dimension. 

4. Unitarity 

In a pure the dimensions of operators are constrained by unitarity, as shown by 

[7], Minwalla [11] and more recently by Grinstein, Intriligator, and Rothstein [5]. 

Since scattering amplitudes do not exist in a pure CFT because there are no asymptotic 

states, bounds are obtained either by acting the (super)conformal algebra on states [7, 

or by using the state operator correspondence and manipulating correlation functions [5]. 

Another physical approach to obtain these bounds is to couple the CFT operators to weakly 

interacting particles (such as Standard Model particles) through an irrelevant operator 

CFT operators contribute to the forward scattering of SM particles and their physical 

properties can therefore be constrained by requiring perturbative unitarity be satisfied. 

This constraint leads to the same bounds on the dimensions of the CFT operators. 

Let's see how this works in the RS 2 model. As described in Section II B 1 in the flat 

example, following [5], amplitude for ee ---7 is given bv a sum of an s-channel 

and a t-channel contribution. The t-channel amplitude does not contribute to the imag

inary part of the amplitude since it requires "p2 < 0 space-like and is therefore given by 

Euclidean brane-to-brane propagator, Eqs. (42) and (43) which are purely real. The 
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s-channel amplitude is given by 

A -X,Lt::.11V Xv (37) 

(as in Section lIB 1, the sign is from the two factors of i appearing at the vertices and 

t::.JLV is the brane-to-brane gauge boson propagator obtained in the previous sections). 

The unitariLy condition 1m > 0 is equivalent to the two conditions Imt::.T(p) < 0 and 

Imt::.L(vl > 

p¢'/2
0> 

(X + ,,-)2 + (p¢')2 
p¢'o< Imt::.L(p) = -22 (38)
m5 

where x = p/"-, tan¢(1/, x) Yv(x)/Jv(x), ¢' == EJ¢(1/,x)/EJx and X pdlogIH~l)(x)l/dx. 

More details can be found in Section B. The first condition requires ¢' > O. Given that, the 

second condition implies 

m~ ~ 0 (39) 

The latter condition is equivalent to 1/ > 1 or d ~ 3, which is the same as the unitarity 

constraint on dimension of vector operators in a 

are no loop holes. The first > 0, seems 

is automatically satisfied once 1/ ~ 1 

1/ is purely real is . After some algebra 

functions, one 

It 

2 1 cos2 ¢(1/, x) > 0 (40)¢' =;x J~(x) 

which is always positive definite. 

In passing we observe that this analysis can be generalized in a straightforward manner to 

other space-time dimensions. For massive gauge fields propagating on AdSD +1 the relation 

between the order and the bulk gauge boson mass becomes 1/ Jm't+1 + (D - 2)2/4 [21] 

and the corresponding operator dimension is d = D/2 + 1/ [21]. Next, we find that the 

unitarity condition for forward scattering of brane localized states through an intermediate 

two Bessel 

gauge ~ 0, implying 1/> ~uF;e~w::a these 

correct [111 d ~ D-1 

on primary vector operators in D space-time dimensions. 
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Thus scattering amplitude satisfies the unitarity condition for strictly real 1/ ;::: 1 

and all values of p. That condition is same as for a vector operator in a eFT 

is surprising for several reasons. Since the brane-to-brane propagator is dominated by the 

contact interactions, naively the eFT contributions are irrelevant. However, the local terms 

not have a cut (and therefore no imaginary part). The point is that the eFT contribution 

does have a cut and an imaginary part, so only it contributes to the imaginary Dart of the 

scattering amplitude. Physically, the imaginary part arises because in four dimensions, the 

off-shell four-dimensional gauge field can to eFT states. 

Next, even though the UV brane explicitly breaks the conformal invariance, condition 

m~ ;::: 0 (or d ;::: 3) is the same as for a (primary) vector operator in a eFT without gravity. 

This feature is another indication that the UV brane in RS2 provides a good UV regulator 

to the four dimensional eFT (I.e., it does not violate conformal invariance at large 

distances or violate perturbative unitarity). 

5. Position space correlaior 

In previous sections we have seen the contact interactions dominate the exclusive 

scattering amplitudes of initial states SM final such that novel eFT 

contribution is negligible. This raises the of whether eFT contribution can 

dominate any physical process. Of course, one can direct production of eFT states. 

By the optical theorem process is by the imaginary part of the propagator. Here 

non-analytic terms (i.e., the eFT part) do dominate. This is evident from inspecting 

Eqs. (32) and (33). But there is another regime where the eFT dominates: because of the 

cut, it dominates at long distances. 

To begin, we rotate to Euclidean space using Eqs. (29) and (30) and 

. H(I) (. / ) -pKv-I(p!",)/Kv(p/",), where K is modified Bessel func

tion, to arrive at the Euclidean brane-to-brane propagator 

1,p v-I 2p K, 

Ll\E) = (6. PiPj) Ll (E) ( ) + PiPj Ll(E) (41 )
~J tJ p2 T P p2 L 

" 
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where 

l[K~~l(X) ]-1t::.>J) (p) -"2 P (1) + K(V -1) (42) 
Kv (x) 

(E) 1 [K~~l (x) ]t::.L (p) = -"22 P (1) + K(V + 1) (43) 
m5 Kv (x) 

We now Fourier transform the transverse and longitudinal components to position space. 

Explicitly, we have 

00 

ipxDg)(x) 1 P::: 17r de sin2 ee cos e (6ij _ P;j ) t::.~E) (p), (44) 

Dif)(x) roo p3d: (7r desin2 eeipxcose (Pil!/) t::.~E)(p). (45)Jo 41f Jo P 

The integral over ecan be done analytically using [19] 

(PX)'Y
J (px) = 2 

i7r 
deeipx cos esin2"1 e ( 46) 

"I rb + ~]r[~] 0 

We write the total position space brane-to-brane propagator as 

_ (T) () (L) ( ) _) ( ) XiXjDij ( X) - Dij X + Dij X - a(x 6ij + b X -2 . (47) 
X 

Taking the trace of this equations and also multiplying it by PiPj yields two equations, from 

which we can solve for a(x) and b(x) in terms of t::.>J)(p) and t::.~E)(p). After some algebra, 

we find 

3
a(x) roo p dp [(J1(PX) _ J2(PX)) t::.(E)(p) + J2 (px) t::.(E) (P)] , (48)

Jo 41f2 (px) (pxF T (px F L 

b(x) = roo p
3
dp (J1(PX) _ 4 J2 (px)) (t::.(E)(p) _ t::.(E) (p)) . (49)

Jo 41f2 px (pxF L T 

The remaining integral over p can be done numerically. 

The results for three representative choices of v (1.2, 2.2, and 3.2) are shown in Fig. 1 

for both the a and b components. The AdS curvature 1'1, is set to 1, such that the distance 

x is in units of 1'1,-1. We see that the position space Green's functions are composed of two 

power laws, D xC<. The power 0:' for x < 1 is independent of the value of v, but is different rv 

for ...... Instead, for x » 1, 0:' depends on v, but for a given v is the same for the for the 

two components5 . As we later show, the x < 1 regime corresponds as expected to the 5d 

fiat space limit, while for x » 1 the theory behaves like a 4d eFT with contact terms. 

5 The relative 0(1) numerical coefficient in this case is also physically important, as will be discussed later. 
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FIG. 1: The Euclidean Green's function of the vector field in position space, Dij(X) = a(x)c5ij + 


b(x)xixj/x2. Functions -a(x) (top) and b(x) (bottom) are plotted. For simplicity, the AdS curva


ture '" was set to 1, i. e. , the distance x is in units of ",-1. In both cases, three different values of 


v are considered , as labeled in the plots. In all cases, the functions exhibit two power law regime; 


physically, these correspond to the fiat space limit (x < 1) and to the eFT limit (x » 1), as 


explained in the text. 23 
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FIG. 2: The Euclidean Green's function of the scalar in position space 

We now wish to understand the large x behavior of the Fourier transform of these two 

expressions. A starting observation is that if a function, or any of its derivatives, have 

discontinuities on the real axis, these singularities dominate the Fourier transform at high 

frequencies (i.e., at large x in our case). This statement is intuitive: "sharp" features such 

as discontinuities, cusps (discontinuities of the derivative), etc, contain high frequency (i. e., 

large distance) components. Quantitatively, "sharp" features are points of nonanalyticity 

on the real axis. They can be shown to give a power law spectrum at high frequencies, while 

functions analytic on the real axis give an exponentially decaying spectrum. For an excellent 

discussion of this, see [20], pp. 17-25. 

In practice, a "sharp" feature (for example a discontinuity in the third derivative) may be 

"concealed" superimposed on a much larger "smooth" (analytic) component. In this case, 

to understand the Fourier spectrum at high frequencies (i.e. , large distances), the singular 

part must be identified and extracted. 

Let us see how these observations apply to our case. Let us for the moment assume that 

211 is not an integer. Then, the integrands in Eqs. (44) and (45) can be formally be expanded 
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as a power law series in p/ K" by using Wick-rotated forms of expressions Eqs. (32) and (33), 

IJ.E(L) P)~n/.~ 1\[-(1+V)-_\P/K,)~,+ + ... 
v 

+ 2vf~ -:v) (-:K,f [1 + .. 'l] , (50) 

IJ.E(T} )'" ~ l__I- (p/K,)2 _ (3v - 5)(p/K,)4 ... 
P - 2K, v-I +2(v-l)3 8(v- -'" -, + 

_2_vf-,-(~--,v)_ (-:K,) 211 [1 + .. 'l] . (51) 

Then as a function of p, integrand of a and b are each a sum of two an analytic 

component represented by terms with integer powers of and the one with a 

branch point at zero given by terms of the form p2V+2n, n = 0,1,2 ..... The Fourier 

transform the analytic is exponentially suppressed at large x. Indeed, each of 

terms in the power expansion is of the form (pg. 668, Eq. 6.541 in [19]) 

100 

tOi J{3(at)dt = 20ia-0i - 1 f(I/2 + fJ/2 + cY/2) 
o f(I/2 + fJ/2 - cY/2) 

For the analytic terms we have cY = 2n + 2, fJ = 1 for the terms multiplying J1(px), and 

cY 2n + 1, fJ 2 for the terms multiplying J2 (P:E). One can confirm that for these values 

the right-side of Eq. (52) vanishes 6. This means integrating the analytical part in Eq. 

term by term we obtain zero. Indeed, these are contact terms, 8(x), 828(:[;), etc, vanishing 

for nonzero :1;. This does not mean the Fourier transform of the analytic function 

vanishes nonzero x it does not it does show the result off faster 

any power i. e. exponentially7. 

The important point here is the integral over the noninteger powers of p gives a 

power The lowest such power, the contribution. Then the value 

a(x), Eq. , for large x is the same as the Fourier transform its leading non-analytical 

6 For the case n = 0 the integrand multiplying J2 (px) vanishes identically. 
7 the Fourier transform of the analytical part is exponentially suppressed at high x, ,." e- x ", where 

8 is determined by the distance of the closest singularity to the real axis [20]. This nonperturbative effect 

is missed in the expansion in l/x, which itself decribes the function only inside the circle up to the closest 

singularity. An obvious example is provided by a massive particle in four dimensions. If we expand the 
Euclidean propagator (P2 + m2)-1 ~ - m-4p2 + m -6p 4 m-8p 6 and Fourier transform it term by 

term, we get a series of contact interactions, while ¥;y integrating the complete function we get the well

known answer 1/(27r)2(m/x)K1 The latter indeed decays exponentially at large x as ex exp(-mx), 

and m is the distance to the "ll%Uli:J.ll in the complex 
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part. Explicitly, using Eqs. (42), (43), (48), and 
2

( ) 1 v (v+2) 1 	 (53) 
ax (v-l)2 

The same argument can be applied to find the large x behavior of b(x). In position space, 

x 1 2v2(V+2) 1 
(v - 1)2 

Note that b(x)/a(x) l~x -2 as required by a confonnal field theory. We good agree

ment in comparing Eqs. (53) and (54) with the curves in Fig. 1 at large x. 

also note that the coefficient of the correlator is regular for all v > l.i.e. 

doesn't diverge at integer dimension 

to a ..,VUllC;.., to u\..~.luc;:al1 	 Fig. 1 

jJC.t..,C;-lln.C;region 0 < x < 1), we need to consider the massless of large p and use 

limp-+oopKv- 1(p/ K,)/ Kv(p/ K,) p. Then using again (52), we immediately obtain 
00 

= _11 3d [(.h(px) _ JI(PX)) -1 1 J2(px) ] = 1( ) 	 (55)a x 8 2 P P ()2 () P ( )2 P 5 ' ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ x 

_1_ (rxJ (Jl(PX) _ 4J2(px)) (_p) = 1 15. (56)
8~2m~ io px (px)2 8~2m~ 

The quantitative agreement between these analytical and the numerical ones Fig. 1 

is excellent. 

Technical note. Taken literally, the integrals in the above equations do not converge. For 

example, at large p the integrand in Eq. (55) behaves as JPcos[px ~(2(3 + 1)/4]. Therv 

integral is in fact understood to be regularized with damping factor The regularized 

can De oDtamea analytICally. 1:'tom pg. 

(iX) e-€PtcxJ (at)dt= f[(3+0+1]F((3+0+1 (3-0.(3+1' a
2 

) 

io (3 r[(3+1] 2' 2· 'f.2+a2 

(57) 

where F(a, b, c; z) is the hypergeometric function. The limit E --t 0 exists and is found to be 

equal to (52). (Otherwise, integral converges only for -Re (3-1 < 0 < 1/2,a > 0 

). course, is Green's 

functions8 . The important point is that the same consideration of convergence applies to 

our numerical integrals in Eqs. (44), (45). 

8 	For example, the same regularization is assumed when a constant in p space is transformed to yield a 

contact term in position space. (Notice that for 0: 2, f(l +0:/2)/f(1 - 0:/2) is indeed 



IV. 	 CONCLUSIONS 

APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE VECTOR PROPAGATOR IN RS2 

We consider a vector field A living in a five-dimensional warped space with a single 4

dimensional Minkowsky defect ~ a brane. This is the well-known RS II background. The 

to gaugeSM are to on 

i~MAik(Y 0) 	 (AI) 

where iSM is a gauge-invariant chiral or vector current composed of SM fields. As we will 

show, at low energies, this theory reduces to SM + vector unpartides + contact terms. 

1. 	 Definitions and equations of motion 

The time Xo and the spatial coordinates along the brane are labeled by x - (xo, Xl, :C2, X3); 

the warped dimension is denoted by Xs == y. Roman indices are chosen to run over the five 

coordinates. Our convention for the metric is 

9 = (a2
1]JLV 0), (A2)a=° -1 

with", being the anti-de Sitter (AdS) curvature and 1]JLV the 4-dimensional Minkowsky metric 

with signature (+, -, -, . The brane is located at y = 0, where the warp factor a(O) 1. 

We the vector field a bulk mass ms. 

. The Lagrangian is 

AdS/CFT correspVllUvU'-'v, 

'-'VllH.JHH(lJ. UIHlvH"lVll of the CFT operator 

Jd4xdyJ9(_F2 /4 + m~A2 /2), 	 (A3) 

4where the measure J9 = a . When ms ::J 0, gauge symmetry is explicitly broken and 

the vector field has four degrees of freedom 9. 

The corresponding 11lVl;lVll is 

aM (y'gpWN) = y'gm~AN. 	 (A4) 
-\ 

9 	Alternatively, it is possible to the theory by introducing scalar field with a VEV. for our purposes, 

writing an explicit mass term is sufficient. 
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In components, for N = 5 this gives 

I-'P:::J F - 2 2ATJ ul-' p5 - -m5a 5, (A5) 

while for N = 0, 1,2,3 we have 

TJI-'p0l-'Fpv - 05(a2F5V) = -m~a2Av. (A6) 

Because of the Poincare invariance along the brane, the dependence of the solutions on 

x = (XO,Xl,X2,X3) is given by a plane wave e- ip
. 
x . Hence, in the equations of motion, 

01-' -iPI-'"--t 

The A5 component can be eliminated by expressing it through the divergence of AI-'" 

Using Eq. (A5), we get 

A5 = iTJJlPoyPI-'Ap. (A7) 
p2 _ m~a2 

Substituting this into Eq. (A6) gives the following "master equation" for the components of 

AI-" 
2 2

(p TJI-'V - pl-'Pv)AI-' + Oy (a [TJI-'V - p2 ~~~a2] OyAI-') = m~a2Av. (A8) 

As already mentioned, when m5 -I- 0, AI-' has four polarization states. Three of these are 

transverse, defined by pI-'A1T) = O. For them, A5 = 0, as trivially follows from Eq. (A7). 

The remaining one has AI-' - bpI-'" It has a nonzero A 5, which is related to AI-' by 

bp2 = a-2oy(a4A5). (A9) 

This equation is the curved space generalization of the transversality condition pl-'AI-' = P5A5 

for the solutions of the Proca equation in flat space. It follows upon differentiating the 

equation of motion in Eq. (A4). 

2. Correlator: basic observations 

We wish to find the Green's function of Eq. (A4), b,.l-'p(p2), for vector sources localized on 

the brane. For this, we solve the master equation with the 6-function source on the right, 

2 2
(p TJI-'V - PI-'Pv)b,.I-'P + Oy (a [TJI-'V - p2 ~~~a2] Oyb,.l-'p) - m~a2b,.~ = -6(y)6~, (A10) 

as can be seen by adding a source term jM = (jl-', 0) on the r.h.s. of Eq. (A4) and retracing 

the steps leading to Eq. (A8). 
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The Green's function is obviously sum over Green's functions .6. (a) 

each of the polarizations, .6.vp '2:<:> = t~a)E1a
) .6. (a). Since each of three trans

verse polarizations satisfies the same equation, can be combined in the standard way, 

" 
Da=l, , 2 3 Lv

(a) 
tp 

(a) 
= + Pvpp/p2). We thus have 

.6.J1-v(p2) = ( -'rJJ1-V + P~v ) .6.(T)(p2) .6.(L) (p2). 

tS-function source in Eq. can be also decomposed as [( -tSe+pvr/p2)_pvpp/p2]. 

Eq. (AlO) thus yields two independent equations, for the transverse and longitudinal prop

agators, .6.(T) (p2) and .6.(L) (p2). 

3. Transverse polarization 

A substitution transverse term in Eq. (All) into Eq. simplifies the to 

-8;.6. (T) (p, y) + 2/'i,8 .6.(T) (p, y) + m~.6. (T) (p, y) = p2 e2"y .6.(T) (p, y) _y 

general solution of this equation in the bulk is 

.6.(T)(p, y) C1e"Y Jv (~e"Y) + C2e"YYv (~e"Y) , (A13) 

where p # and 

~ 
/! yl+-;j. (A14) 

To find the Green's function, we need to imposed appropriate boundary conditions. We 

follow , which in turn refers to 

At large z we impose radiative boundary condition, following This is done 

by taking linear combination H~l) = Jv + iYv , the Hankel function of first kind. 

Several reasons imposing boundary condition are provided in the main of the 

text. 

The Green's function satisfying radiative condition far in the has the form 

.6.(T)(p,y) = c(p)e"YH~l) (~e"Y). (A15) 

I\

second boundary condition is imposed at the location of brane, where the source is 

located. We set the lump of the derivative across the brane, 8y .6.(T)(p, +E)-8y .6.(T)(p, -t), to 
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+1, which follows by integrating Eq. (A12) across the brane. Imposing Oy6,(T)(p, +E) = +1/2 

we can fix c(p): 

Oy6,(T)(p,y) c(p)eKY [eIi:YpH~~l (~eIi:Y) - ",,(1/ -l)H~l) (~eIi:Y)] , (A16) 

c(p) ~ [pH~~l (~) ",,(1/ l)H~l) (~)] (A17)-1 

the propagator. The brane-to-brane transverse 

is 

6,(T) 1 
-
2 (~) -

-1 
(A18) 

4. Longitudinal polarization 

Now, let us the same steps for the longitudinal component. In thIS case, 

becomes 

a (a2 [1 _ p2 ] a 6,(L)) = m 2a26,(L) + J(y),
Y p2 _ mga2 Y 5 

or 

( 

4 ) -2a-2a a a6,(L) = _6,(L) - ~J(y). 
Y 172 - m 2a2 Y m~5 J 

Differentiating this with respect to y, we find that in the bulk (y =1= 0) the object 

9 == a 
4 

p2 _ m2 2 Oy6,(L) 
5a 

OG".10U'~O the equation of the Bessel type: 

(A19) 

(A20) 

(A21) 

-o;g(y) 2""oyg(y) + m;g(y) = p2e2Ii: Yg(y). (A22) 

to Eq. (A13), general Eq. (A22) is 

+ C2e-KYYv (A23) 

we vllVVOC; 

Hankel 

at y -+ ±oo, 

g(p, y) = cL(p)e-KYH~l) (~eIi:Y) . (A24) 
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The second condition comes integrating Eq. (A20) across the brane. disconti

nuity of 9 must balance the 8-function, g(p, +E) g(p, -E) = -l/m~, so that 

+E) = cL(P)e-KYIlp) (~eKY) -2~r (A25) 

1 [ 1 (P)]-l (A26)--t -2m2 H~) ;, 
5 

Finally, returning to Eq. (A20), away from brane we 

!:::,.(L)(p, y) -a-2ay (g(p, 

-cL(p)eKY reIl:YpH~~l (~eKY) 1'(;(1 + 1/)IlSl) (~eKY) I . (A27) 

brane-to-brane Green's function follows from this, since while the derivative of !:::,.(L) has 

a across brane, !:::,.(L) is continuous 

1 [H~~l (pi 1'(;) _ 1'(;(1 + (A28)!:::,.(L)(p, O) 2mg p Il~l)(pll'(;) 

5. Green's function: summary 

brane-to-brane propagator p2 > 0 is 

!:::"pv(p) = ( -TjPlI + p;;v) !:::,.T(P) - P;;v!:::"L(P) (A29) 

where the transverse and longitudinal propagators are 

1 [ H~~l (x)!:::"T(X) (A30)-I)f"2 P IlS1) (x) 

1 [H~~l(X)_!:::"L(X) (A31)+ I)]= p H~l\X) 

with x pi I'(; and 
2 

1/2 1 + m5 (A32)1'(;2 

APPENDIX B: DETAILED ANALYSIS OF UNITARITY 

The unitarity condition is lmA > 0 with A = -X!-'!:::,,!-,vXv . To determine the implications 

this condition, it is useful to use the identity 
.~ 

(1) ( )d (1)( Hv - 1 x 
X- 10gHv x) x C' - 1/

dX Ilv 



Then 

~T = ! [p_d log IHS1)(X) 1 + '" + ip_d¢:-('----v:-'X--,--)] -1 (B2)
2 dx dx 

~L = _1_ [p_d log IH(l)(X) 1_ '" + ip_d¢_(,---v_,X--,--)]2mg dx 1/ dx 
(B3) 

with x == p/"', HS1)(x) == IHS1)(x)lei r/> and ¢ == ¢(v, x). Next, for v real, 

(1) _ YI/(x)
ImlogHI/ (x) - arctan JI/(x) (B4) 

Then in the center-of-mass frame one obtains after some algebra 

, [ Ixl 2 Ixol2] (B5)ImA = p¢ (X + ",)2 + (p¢')2 + mg 
1

with tan¢(v, x) = YI/(x)/ JI/(x), ¢' == d¢(v, x)/dx and X == pdlog IHS )(x)l/dx. Since the 

four components of the current polarizations are independent, satisfying unitarity therefore 

leads to two conditions, 

d 
dx ¢(v, x) 2: 0 (B6) 

m5 
2 >- 0 (B7) 

APPENDIX C: "TENSIONLESS" BRANE 

This Section considers the RS2 model with a "tensionless brane" or "probe brane" [33J 

located deep in the infra-red at Z = ZSM. Observers located on the tensionless brane, are 

from the eFT description, composite fields of the breaking of CFT1 ---+ CFT2 x 8M at 

the scale ASM = 1/zSM [30J. Such observers are still coupled to the CFT2 (which in the 

bulk corresponds to the region Z > ZSM)' Probe brane localized observers see two kinds 

of gravitational corrections to Newton's law [33J: a universal correction caused by the bulk 

gravitational modes [9J; and a probe brane-specific correction. The latter correction, not 

present in the original RS2 model, was interpreted in [30J as due to the presence of ASM 

suppressed contact interactions between the stress-tensors of the Standard Model and the 

CFT2 · 

We will find similar behavior when the bulk gauge field is coupled to probe brane localized 

currents. 
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First, a disclaimer. The computations performed in Section are obtained in a 

coordinate system from those obtained in previous Sections. Specifically, we use 

Poincare metric 

ds2 = a(z)2 (rtJlvdxJldxV dz2) (Cl) 

where a IIZ and I is the AdS radius of curvature. The UV brane is located at 

boundary Z Zuv and the "SM" brane is located at Z = ZSM » Zuv is assumed to 

have no tension. The metric is therefore valid from the boundary to hori7.on at 

Z -+ 00. 

As before, we couple the bulk gauge boson to a Standard Model current j~'M (not to be 

confused a spherical Bessel function) here now localized on the tensionless brane at 

Z = ZSM, 

s Jd4xvfij4 (CSM + '\ojJl(x)AJl(x, Z = ZS!vI)) (C2) 

where is any gauge-invariant current composed of SM fields. An example might 

j'L = Q3alLQ2 + £aILL + ... = tal~c + TJaJlll + lalLZ + ... (C3) 

If SM fieldr:> are canonically normalized then current to the bulk gauge field 

is given 

,\ 
ZSM 

The bulk equations of motion are 

a-laz(aazA~) + m;a2A~ -a,\J:8(z ZSM) (C5) 

DAs . A + a2m~As 0 

with 

a . A a-30z (a
3As) . j8(z (C7) 

1. Boundary Conditions 

The boundary conditions the fields at both the UV boundary and the brane are 

obtained from variational principle. Nam.ely, that surtace terms obtained varying 

the bulk action are cancelled by contributions arising from the terms on the brane. Since 
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we assume no action for the gauge field on the UV brane (and no sources), this boundary 

condition is simply 

(8JLA5 - 8zAJL) 8AJLlz=zuv = a (C8) 

which for 8AJL =1= a becomes a Neumann boundary condition for the transverse mode 

8zA~lz=zuv = a (C9) 

and a Dirichlet boundary condition for A5: 

A5lz=zuv = a (CIa) 

Consistency of the above boundary condition requires that the longitudinal component of 

AJL also has a Neumann boundary condition. 

At the 8M brane, the presence of the source modifies the above boundary condition to 

([8JLA5 - 8zAJLJ± + a>.j;M) 8AJLlz=ZSM = a (Cll) 

where [XJ± == XIZ+--->ZSM - XIZ---->ZSM denotes the difference of X across the 8M brane. On 

the brane 8AJL =1= a and is continuous across the brane, 

[AJLJ± = a (CI2) 

For the transverse modes one obtains from these two conditions simply 

[8zA~J± = a>.j;M , [A~J± = a (CI3) 

For the longitudinal mode one finds, using (C6), that 

ZSM .
[A5J± = -2>.8·] (CI4) 

m5 

To get the other boundary condition, note that the bulk equation 8 . A a-38Aa3 A5) 

together with the continuity of 8 . A fixes 

[8zA5J± = 3asM[A5J± = -;>.8. j (CI5) 
m5 

These boundary conditions can equivalently be obtained by matching singularities in the 

bulk equations of motion with the source term on the brane. For the transverse mode this 

equivalence is obtained rather easily, while for the longitudinal mode (A5 and 8·A) some care 
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is needed, as we explain in Sec C 3. Finally, these boundary conditions are identical 

to those obtained in the previous Sections obtained by integrating the bulk equations of 

motion across the function sources. 

As in the previous sections, for Z - 00 we will assume an outgoing wave boundary 

condition for the transverse and longitudinal modes. 

2. Transverse Mode 

region Zuv < Z < ZSM the solution for transverse mode is 

Ar(p,z) = Ni)(p)z + b(p)Yv Aj;'(p) (CI6) 

where as before v = y'1+mgi2. The b(p) is fixed by the Neumann boundary condition 

at Z = Zuv. We can neglect contribution to the Green's function since ~ (pZUV)2v «: 

1 in the limit PZuv «: 1. Moreover, since we will evaluate the Green's function at Z ZSM » 
Zuv, SUCh contributions are always subdominant. (If PZSM ~ 0(1) the contribution 

bYv term is suppressed by (pzuv) 2v and if PZSM «: 1 it is suppressed (zuv / ZSM )2V.) 

Therefore to a good approximation 

Ar(p,z) = (p )zJv(pz)Aj;' (p) 

region Z > ZSM the solution for the transverse mode satisfying the outgoing wave 

boundary condition is simply 

Z) = N~2)(p)zH~1)(pZ)Ajr(p) (CI8) 

Continuity of Ar at Z = ZSM implies 

= N(2)
T (CI9) 

Finally, modified Neumann boundary condition (Cll) at Z = ZSM 

[8z Altl± = (C20) 

fixes N~2) (v) to be 

N~2)(p) = -i-1[" Jv(PZSM) (C21)
2ZSM 
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The transverse propagator is therefore (using the notation of (All and (A29)) 

fj.T(p,z> = 11" (C22)-i-Jv(pzsM)zHP) (pz) 
2ZSM 

Z ~ ZSM the transverse brane-to-brane propagator 

.11" 
=-z

2 


In the low energy PZSM « 1 aIle obtains 


T 1 2. 11" 
~ (p)::::= + ..p +Z-----:::=:.._ + i cot 11"1/) (PZSM)2 2v + ... (C24)

21/ 

3. Longitudinal Mode 

By eliminating o· A in (C6) one obtains 

oz(a-30z(a3A5)) + rn~a2As = -~oz (a~~ b(z ZSM)) AO' j (C25)
rn5 a 

In the region Zuv < z < ZSM the solution for A5 having a Dirichlet boundary condition 

at Z Zuv is 

z) = 

As transverse PZuv « 1 ZSM » Zuv we can to a good 

drop the second term, such that 

A5(p, z) = Nl1l (p)z2 Jv(pz) (C27) 

In the region Z > ZSM the solution satisfying the outgoing wave condition is 

As(p,z) = N2)(p)Z2H~1)(pZ)AO.j (C28) 

To obtain the other two boundary conditions at Z ZSM one expands 

A5 (p, z) = A~2)(p, z)O(z - ZSM) + A~l)(p, Z)O(ZSM z) (C29) 

UIQ,l,\.,UC;C the UIC\.,UllulllUl appearing in the W:tl,lUUC of motion (C6) to disconti

source on side 

some one 

ZSM AO' j = 2 (C30) 
rns 
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[OzA5J± = 3-;AO' j (C31)
m5 

which are the same as derived in Section C 1 using variational principle. 

presence source to a Ul.:'>\..;VL1I.JJlLUJ A5 

Substituting the solutions for A5 in two regions into these boundary conditions 

(p) and Nf) (p). One finds 

(2) [Jv-1(PZSM)]
NL (p) = (PZSM) 1 + // - PZSM Jv(PZSM) (C32) 

and therefore for Z > ZSM, 

= -z + // - PZSM AO·j 

O· A we use in bulk region Z > ZSM to obtain 

. 1f ( ) l JV-l(PZSM)]6,L(p, Z > ZSM) - -Z-22 Jv PZSM 1 + // - PZSM J ( )
7n5 v PZSM 

X Z [PZH~~1(PZ) - (1 + //)H~1)(pZ)] (C34)
ZSM 

Taking the limit Z -+ ZSM gives the longitudinal brane-to-brane 

)II + // - PZSM - - J 

x + - pzsMH~~l (PZSM)] (C35) 

In the low-energy limit pZSM « 1 one obtains 


1 1f (// - 1) 2v
6,L(p) ~ - + ..p2 - (1 + i eot1f//) -- + ... (C36)
2// // + 1 

4. N on-analytic terms 

Combining gives 

_ + P/LPv) 6,T() PJ'Pv 6,L(p)6,/LV(p) ( 1J/LV p2 P p2 

1f . (PZSM) 2v ( 2// P/LPv)... + .... - - (1 + zeot1f//) -2- 1JJtv // + 17 (C37) 
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5. 	 U nitarity 

First lets look at the transverse brane-to-brane propagator. Recall that the unitarity 

condition ImA > 0 requires Im~T(p) < o. From (C23) 

~T(p) = -i~JV(PZSM)H~l)(pZSM) (C38) 

Using Hv(x) = Jv(x) + iYv(x), 

~T(p) = -i~ (Jv(PZSM))2 + ~JV(PZSM)YV(PZSM) (C39) 

which indeed satisfies Im~T(p) < O. 

~ext, the longitudinal propagator must satisfy Im~L(p) > o. From (C35) the longitudinal 

propagator can be written, after some rearrangement of terms, as 

~L(p) = i~ [(1 + v)Jv(PZSM) - PZSMJv- 1(PZSM)]
2m5 

x 	[0 + v)H~l)(pZSM) - pZSMH~~l(PZSM)] 

= 	i~ [(1 + v)Jv(PZSM) - pZSMJv-1(pZSMW
2m5 

-~ [(1 + v) Jv(PZSM) - PZSMJv-1(PZSM)]
2m5 

x [(1 + v)Yv(PZSM) - PZSMYv-1(PZSM)] (C40) 

which satisfies the unitarity condition Im~L(p) > 0 provided m§ > O. 
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